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Part A

Answer any fen quesfrbns.

Each questian cam'es 2 marks.

1. What is communication?

2. What are the basic functions of communication?

3. Give examples for various types of communication.

4. What do you mean by pshycological barriers of ccmmunication?

5. Write a short note on developmentalcommunication.

6. What do you mean by lVlass Media?

7. Write a short note on the influence of radio on common people.

L What is the importance of exhibitions as a mass communication media?

L Explain the role of Cinema as a main tool in influencing the people.

10. What do you mean by group communicatio*?

11. Give any twa examples of folk media.

12. Give examples of social media platforms created or headed by lndians

Max. Marks : 80

(1 0x2=20)

Part B

Answer any sx quesfions.

Facfi quesfian carries 5 ntarks.
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13. Explain !n detail the need for communication.

14. Explain the different types of Ncn verbal communication.

15. Give a detailed description or': selective exposure, perception and retention theory.

1S. Give short note on Aristotile's Rhetoric Model.

17. Explain Osgood's communication modei.

18. Explain the differe::t types of groups.

19. Explain the present communicaticn scenario as the tip of your figure decides your future.

20. Explain hcw we can use public speaking as an effective communication toal.

21. Explain th* role of Bharata Muni in shaping the lndian conrnrunication models.

(6x5=30)

Part C

Answer any fwo guesfrons.

Each question caries t5 marks.

?2. Give a detailed description of the development of ccmmunication frorn prehistoric tirnes ta

tlre age of virtual media.

23. Exptrain in detail the 7 C's cf ccmmunication.

24. Analyse and explain the role of print media in educating the mass and its present reach

as a major mass communication tool.

25. Explain the nature and characteristics of different types of comrnunication with suitable

examples.

(2x1 5=30)
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